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Chronicling Nick Kent's up-close , personal, often harrowing adventures with the Rolling Stones,
Lester Bangs, David Bowie, Led Zeppelin, the Sex Pistols, and Chrissie Hynde, among scores
of others, Apathy for the Devil is a picaresque memoir that bears witness to the beautiful and the
damned of this turbulent decade.As a college dropout barely out of his teens, Kent's first five
interviews were with the MC5, Captain Beefheart, the Grateful Dead, the Stooges, and Lou
Reed. But after the excitement and freedom of those early years, his story would come to mirror
that of the decade itself, as he slipped into excess and ever-worsening heroin use. Apathy for the
Devil is a compelling story of inspiration, success, burn out, and rebirth from a classic wordsmith.

This current work is not only a must-read for people interested in history but also highly
recommended for those who like to get a glimpse into the causes and motives of human activity
and historical events. In a brilliant style the author takes the reader on a trip back in time, where
he illuminates the relationships between Mexico, the United States, and Germany in a new
approach not seen until now. It is correct, as the author writes, This book is not designed to
provide a complete recollection of the causes and course of the Mexican Revolution , but it does
have the intention to describe, that there had been a man, whose name appears in almost every
work on the Mexican Revolution , Felix A. Sommerfeld. Though minute correlation, and analysis
of original archival sources, some of which had never been used before, the author succeeds in
painting the picture of a man, who grew to become the most influential and most effective
spymaster. He succeeded in tying together Mexican, German and US interests in an inimitable
way. Previous publications on Sommerfeld came to the flawed conclusion that he was a double,
even triple agent. Von Feilitzsch proves beyond doubt that Sommerfeld had much more
complicated and peculiar character. He was conservative, yet had no ethical problems with
giving information to Germany...his intelligence was instrumental in changing German attitudes
and foreign policy. He traded information and favors, not loyalties. He thirsted for power and
influence, collected information and used it according to his own discretion. He played in his own
movie like a chess player with an ingenious strategy. He did nothing without intent and therefore
worked alone. Consequently, he built Mexico s secret service, which was so effective that parts
of the organization became absorbed into the American Bureau of Investigations. As a German
agent working on behalf of the Mexican revolutionaries, his activities coincided with the interests
of the US and German governments. Using this knowledge Sommerfeld succeeded in
manipulating everyone around him. As a result it came as no surprise that Sommerfeld through
the network of his connections in America, Germany and Mexico finally became the highest
placed German agent in North of America. This short summary alone should create curiosity
about reading the whole, over 300 page manuscript. Most impressive in addition to the story is



the use of the sources. Rarely has it been possible to document motivation of secret agents in
such detail and so accurately. This fact alone pays tribute to the author and makes this work so
significant. -- --Günter Köhler, Professor Emeritus, Humboldt Universität BerlinCornucopia
shaped Mexico is blessed with a varied climate producing agricultural wealth and a soil filled
with mineral riches. This land of plenty has, therefore, attracted explorers, entrepreneurs and
adventurers who became involved in the country s struggle for equitable government and control
of its natural resources. And, as the flag follows commerce, so do diplomats and intelligence
agents. Felix A. Sommerfeld was a German born mining engineer, veteran of the Imperial
German Army and an agent of German Naval Intelligence. Operating in Mexico in the early years
of the twentieth century he became heavily involved in Mexico s tumultuous history, providing
security to Mexican leaders and logistic expertise to their armies, often interacting with United
States authorities and citizens; all the while working for the Imperial German Government. He
supported Madero against Diaz and for a while Carranza, eventually switching to Villa.
Concluding in 1914, this volume may be followed by another detailing Sommerfeld s activities in
Mexico during World War I. Despite the author s explanation that Madero was the most viable
not only in the eyes of Sommerfeld but also the broad coalition of Mexicans" (p. 380) one
wonders whether it was a judgment of Sommerfield s conscience or in accordance with his
instructions from Berlin. And of course the naïve, bumbling, racist United States, despite all the
information given to them by Sommerfeld, botch their efforts to control events in Mexico. The
reviewer is not inclined to accept Mr. Feilitzsch s analyses of the foreign policy of Presidents
Roosevelt, Taft and Wilson. And, one is left to wonder what the Kaiser s plan for Mexico was.
Notwithstanding, In Plain Sight gives a useful detailing of events in Mexico prior to the First
World War, including a Mexican cast of thousands, in that peoples struggle for decent
government and the foreigners who became involved. It also provides a decidedly antipodal
view of American foreign policy during the period and sets the stage for an interpretation of
German machinations in Mexico during World War I. --James B. Ronan II Assistant Editor at the
Company of Military HistoriansYou have a winner. Tying Sommerfeld to Hopkins is all new to me
and linking the soldiers of fortune to Sommerfeld is also new. We know a bit about Flint and you
have excellent detail on that relationship. -- For years I have hoped that someone would
disentangle Sommerfeld s role in the Mexican Revolution. You have done that and much more
utilizing a most impressive range of archival sources. In Plain Sight is a splendid work. -- --Louis
R. Sadler and Charles H. Harris III, Professors Emeriti, New Mexico State University --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorHeribert von Feilitzsch,
MA, MBA a native of Germany, graduated from the University of Arizona in 1991 with an MA in
Latin American History. He lives with his wife and children on a farm in Northern Virginia. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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the SeventiesAcknowledgementsIndexCopyright PagePraise for Apathy for the Devil“Fifteen
years ago Kent published The Dark Stuff, a collection of his finest music journalism, a book to
rank alongside Greil Marcus’ Mystery Train, Nik Cohn’s Awopbopaloobop Alopbamboom and
Jon Savage’s England’s Dreaming; Apathy for the Devil might even be better than that.”—DYLAN
JONES, GQ“As an eyewitness account of the dangerous excesses of the 1970s rock scene,
Apathy for the Devil is in a compulsively readable class of its own. . . . Almost every page
contains an anecdotal gem. . . . It’s a miracle, frankly, that Kent survived to tell this tale, but as
anybody who romps through Apathy for the Devil will agree, we’re all lucky that he did.”—
ROBERT SANDALL, Sunday Times“While Apathy for the Devil adds some backstory to his
classic interviews, it’s also a ‘my-drug-hell’ tale dispensed with a bleak wit and brutal
candour. . . . Full of fabulous rock tittle-tattle but also some uncomfortable home truths, this is a
book for anyone that’s ever read a music magazine from cover to cover but still wanted to know
more.”—MARK BLAKE, Q Magazine“Kent tackles his autobiography, as he does his music
writing, throwing himself headlong into it and re-experiencing every minute. . . . The magnetic
open-heartedness that drew his subjects close lies at the centre of this work, drawing the reader
closer too.”—LOIS WILSON, Mojo“This is a terrific read imbued with chaos and nihilism, brilliant
insights into the lives of Iggy, Bowie, Keith Richards and Lester Bangs, and a lesser-heard take
on the cynical, bully-boy tactics of punk—something Kent suffered at the hands of. And if his
hazy memory bends the truth at any stage, it only enhances the dark, dangerous picture he
paints.”—CHRIS PARKIN, Time Out“A blast for every boy and girl who dreamed of being part of
the great bacchanalia.”—AIDAN SMITH, the Scotsman“[Kent’s] memory bank of stories is a mile
deep. . . . [Apathy for the Devil] is worth getting just for the sections about Lou Reed. . . . Kent’s
storytelling gifts are considerable and enviable.”—JONATHAN O’BRIEN, Sunday Business
Post“Even if you have an ounce of rock ‘n’ roll in your body, you’ll appreciate these you-couldn’t-
make-it-up tales of success, excess and burnout.”—JOHN LONGBOTTOM, Rock Sound“A tome
filled with [Kent’s] untold stories, thousands of them, every one of which a mortal man could dine
out on for the rest of his days. But Kent just keeps going, often donating only a single sentence
to life-shattering events. It makes his book not just a biography but a thriller; a high-octane chase
through a decade’s musical history.”—SAM WOLFSON, NMEThis book is dedicated to the ones
I love - Adrian and Margaret, Laurence and Jimmy1970When you get right down to it, the human
memory is a deceitful organ to have to rely on. Past reality gets confused with wishful fantasy as
the years march on and you can never really guarantee that you’re replaying the unvarnished
truth back to yourself. I’ve tried to protect my memories, to keep them pristine and authentic, but
it’s been easier said than done.Music remains the only key that can unlock the past for me in a
way that I can inherently trust. A song from the old days strikes up and instantly a film is



projected in my head, albeit an unedited one without a linear plot line; just random scenes
thrown together to appease my reflective mood of the moment. For example, someone just has
to play an early Joni Mitchell track or one of David Crosby’s dreamy ocean songs and their
chords of enquiry instantly transport me back to the Brighton of 1969 with its Technicolor skies,
pebble-strewn beach and jaunty air of sweetly decaying Regency splendour. I am dimple-faced
and lanky and wandering lonely as a clod through its backstreets and arcades looking longingly
at the other people in my path: the boys enshrouded in ill-fitting greatcoats and sagebrush
beards and the bra-less girls in long skirts sporting curtains of unstyled hair to frame their fresh
inquisitive faces.It was at these girls in particular that my longing looks were aimed. Direct
contact was simply not an option at this juncture of my life. Staring forlornly at their passing forms
was the only alternative. This is what happens when you don’t have a sister and have been
sidetracked into single-sex schooling systems since the age of eleven: women start to exert a
strange and terrible fascination, one born of sexual and romantic frustrations as well as
complete ignorance of their emotional agendas and basic thought processes.And so it was that
- on December 31st 1969 - I found myself glumly ruminating on my destiny to date. I kept
returning to its central dilemma: I had just turned eighteen and yet I had never even been kissed
passionately by a lady. It was an ongoing bloody tragedy.But then it suddenly all changed - just
as everyone was counting out the final seconds of the sixties and getting ready to welcome in
1970. I was in a pub in Cardiff when a beautiful woman impulsively grabbed me and forced her
beer-caked tongue down my throat. She was a student nurse down from the Valleys with her
mates to see the new decade in, she told me giddily. She had long brown hair and wore a beige
minidress that showed off her buxom physique to bewitching effect. She smiled at me so
seductively our bodies just sank into each other. In a room full of inebriated Welsh people, I let
my hands wander over her breasts and buttocks. So this was what the poets were talking about
when they invoked the phrase ‘all earthly ecstasy’. Suddenly, a door had opened and the
sensual world was mine to embrace.It was only a fleeting fumble. At 12.05 I unwrapped myself
from her perfumed embrace for some thirty seconds in order to seek the whereabouts of a male
friend who’d brought me there - only to return and find the same woman locked in an amorous
clinch with a bearded midget. The door to all earthly pleasure had slammed shut on me almost
as soon as it had swung open and yet I left the hostelry still giddy with elation. At last I’d been
granted my initiation into fleshy desire. I was no longer on the outside looking in, like that cloying
song by Little Anthony & the Imperials. And it had all happened just at the exact moment that the
seventies had been ushered in to raucous rejoicing. I sensed right there and then that the new
decade and I were made for each other.On the train back to Paddington the next day - I’d been
visiting old friends in Cardiff the night before, catching up on their adventures ever since I’d
moved almost two years earlier from there to Horsham in Sussex, a mere thirty-mile whistle-stop
from London-I felt further compelled to review my sheltered life thus far. Everywhere around me
in the new pop counter-culture of Great Britain and elsewhere, young people were gleefully
surrendering themselves to states of chemically induced rapture, growing hair from every



conceivable pore of their bodies and cultivating sundry grievances against ‘the man’. And yet I
was still stuck at home with my parents, who’d brainwashed me into believing that my adult life
would be totally hamstrung without the benefits of a full university education and degree. As a
result, most of my time was being spent furtively spoon-feeding ancient knowledge into my
cranium until it somehow stuck to the walls.It wasn’t a particularly easy process. I cared not a fig
for Martin Luther or his Diet of Worms. But I had three A levels to sit - English, French and
History - in May and had to somehow cram all the arcane details of each syllabus into my
consciousness in order to get winning results. In retrospect, it wasn’t all a pointless procedure.
The French I was studying would hold me in good stead when I came to live in Paris in my late
thirties. My English A-level studies involved poring briefly over the poetry of both Yeats and T. S.
Eliot, and both had a forceful impact on my own burgeoning literary aspirations. But then there’d
be long mind-numbing sessions of having to grapple with the lofty moral agenda laid out in the
collected works of John Milton.In Paradise Lost Milton spelt it out to the sinners: ‘temperance -
the golden mean’ is what humankind needed to adopt as an all-embracing lifestyle if they truly
want to get right with God. Wise words, but somewhat wasted on an eighteen-year-old virgin just
counting the days before he can catapult himself over to the wild side of life.My father was a
great admirer of John Milton also. His all-time favourite poem was Milton’s ‘On His Blindness’.
He’d often quote the final line: ‘They also serve who only stand and waite.’ It fitted his overall
view of an all-inclusive humanity. My father was a thoughtful man who’d had his young life thrown
into turmoil first - as a child - by his own father’s bankruptcy and then - in his early twenties - by
having to fight overseas throughout most of the Second World War. He returned in 1945 with the
after-effects of undiagnosed malaria and severe rheumatoid arthritis partly instigated from falling
out of a moving truck and landing flat on his back on a dirt road in North Africa.He and my
mother, an infant-school teacher born and raised in the North of England, had already met two
years earlier in a wartime canteen and had begun an ardent correspondence. They married in
1945 at war’s end and moved into a two-storey house in North London’s Mill Hill area that same
year. At first they were told by various doctors that my mother would be unable to conceive, but
in April of 1951 she discovered she was pregnant. I arrived on Christmas Eve of that year after a
long and complicated birth. My parents couldn’t believe their good fortune and - rightly sensing
that I would be their only offspring - showered me with affection.So often these days people
tartly evoke Philip Larkin’s damning lines about family ties - ‘They fuck you up, your mum and
dad. / They may not mean to, but they do’ - as if it sums up the whole parental process in one
bitter little sound bite. But my parents never fucked me up. They didn’t beat me or abuse me.
They loved me and fed me and encouraged me to think about everything, to develop my own
value system and stretch my attention span. Above all else, they introduced me from a very early
age to the sensation of having one’s senses engulfed by art. Classical music streamed through
our living room constantly. Much of it - particularly Beethoven and Richard Wagner-I found
unsettlingly bombastic but the works of Debussy and Ravel were also played often and their
enchanted melodies wove into my newly emerging brain-span like aural fairy dust. To this day,



Debussy’s music can still stimulate within me a sense of inner well-being more profound than
anything else I’ve ever known. It is the sound of all that unconditional love pouring down on me
as a little child.My father liked to lose himself in music. He was often in physical pain and relied
on its healing properties to keep him emotionally buoyant. He was a professional sound recordist
- one of the best in the business. When Sir Winston Churchill - at the very end of his life - was
persuaded to read extracts of his memoirs for recorded posterity, my dad was the one invited to
Chequers - Churchill’s stately home - to set up the equipment and tape-record the great man’s
every faltering utterance. He told me later that Churchill was in such bad health they had to
employ an actor to replicate his gruff tones on certain passages.At the outset of the fifties he
was a staff engineer at EMI’s Abbey Road Studios - George Martin was another new recruit at
this juncture - but the pay was so abysmal that when I appeared, he was immediately forced to
look for more financially advantageous avenues of employment. This he found in 1952 at Radio
Luxembourg, whose London-based recording studios he basically ran for several years. The
outlet then required a daily cavalcade of live entertainment to fill its airwaves - its transformation
to a DJ-centric pop music format was still some years off - and so my father spent his days
setting up the sessions and then recording everyone from George Formby to Vera Lynn.Vera
Lynn and him became first-name pals: she always had a good word for my dad. But he didn’t like
her music. In fact, he couldn’t stand his job. He didn’t like ‘light entertainment’ - he found it all
offensively simplistic. And as a devout Christian, he was thoroughly appalled by the loose moral
conduct he often encountered in the industry: the sexual favours and rampant alcoholism, the fly-
by-night agents and managers with their predatory ways, the shrill-voiced, pill-addled post-war
prima donnas careening from one private catastrophe to the next. When I’d become a teenager,
he told me just how flawed these people were in his eyes. His most unforgettable reminiscence
involved a much-loved actress of the era who’d become something of an English institution for
her sympathetic, matronly portrayal of a farmer’s wife on a popular radio broadcast. According to
him, she’d once bitten a man’s penis off whilst performing oral sex on him when the car they
were both travelling in was involved in a sudden head-on collision with a wall. He tried to instil in
me early his belief that most popular entertainment was - at best - smoke and mirrors and that
behind its bejewelled curtain lurked a tainted and predatory kingdom.Both my parents viewed
what passed for popular culture in the fifties with a ferocious disdain. Elvis Presley they
considered like some degenerate hillbilly sex maniac, the musical equivalent of Robert Mitchum
in Cape Fear. Frank Sinatra they called a ‘smarmy little gangster’: my father already knew all the
insider scuttlebutt (gossip) on his Mafia affiliations and leg-breaking routines. When I suddenly
fell under pop’s giddy spell, it was a shock to both of them.The first time was when I heard Elmer
Bernstein’s ‘Theme from The Magnificent Seven’ on the car radio during a family outing when I
was nine going on ten. Staccato violins suddenly stabbed out a turbulent mariachi rhythm over
which a hauntingly exuberant melody was being articulated and every atom of my being was
suddenly activated by its impact on my ears. I’d never before heard or felt anything as thrilling as
this. Every detail is still vivid in my mind: my grandmother’s fierce eyes looking at me from the



front seat, my father’s aching back as he drove, the rank odour of cheap petrol that permeated
the back of the family car. From that moment on, I was plugged into a new form of rapture that
my parents could never understand.The world of pop that I found myself suddenly enthralled
with was not one that bristled with danger and raw excitement. The early sixties were a slack
time for musical daredevilry. Elvis had been neutered by the army and his hoodlum peers were
publicly disgraced and slouching snake-eyed through their wilderness years. Their places had
been taken by a markedly less disruptive breed of young entertainer - bland crooners with
dimpled cheeks and puppy-dog eyes forever voicing their feelings of undying love to some sulky
beehived harpy. It was mostly cloying stuff - musical Brylcreem that left you feeling sticky and
light-headed.But then, in October of 1962, I was listening to popular disc jockey Alan Freeman
enthusiastically address the nation’s ‘pop-pickers’ on the kitchen radio one Sunday afternoon
when he introduced the debut single by ‘a young combo from down Liverpool way’ that he
referred to as the Beatles. The song itself, ‘Love Me Do’, wasn’t particularly groundbreaking - the
harmonica refrain dominating the arrangement had been clearly inspired by Bruce Channel’s
recent mega-hit ‘Hey! Baby’ - but the robust blend of plaintive guitar strumming and playful
Scouser vocalising made it infectiously easy on the ear nonetheless. No one could sense in that
innocent moment that a musical and cultural revolution was about to blow up and that the
Beatles would be its central motivating core, its leaders and all-purpose Pied Pipers.How sweet
it was to be ten years old when they kicked off: my whole teenaged experience was illuminated
by their output and very existence. They never disappointed and each new musical plateau they
ascended to left their audience delirious with a joy so contagious that it came to define the very
spirit of the decade itself. The better world their songs aspired to was a universe that everyone
was welcome to inhabit, one where notions of class and racial disharmony simply melted away,
where being kind was infinitely more virtuous a pursuit than simply being cool and where the
sophistication of high art could effortlessly be fused with the visceral impact of lowbrow pop. It
was them and Dylan who kicked open the door that had formerly kept twentieth-century
bohemian culture trapped in suffocatingly smoky nightclubs on the outskirts of town and let it
come pouring into the high streets where young people were gathering to define a new sort of
commercial mainstream for their own consumer urges.Not forgetting the Rolling Stones of
course. You can never overestimate their role in detonating the rebel instincts of my bright-eyed
baby boomer generation. I should know. I was there in the front row when the deal went down. I
felt the explosion full in the face. The force of it hot-wired my imagination, invaded my dreams
and taught me everything I needed to know about the realities of youthful self-empowerment.In
1959, my father - always on the lookout for better-paying employment - was offered a senior
position in a fledgling TV company known as Harlech that was then poised to become the Welsh
branch of the ITV network. He took the job even though it involved immediately uprooting his
family from our relatively blissful North London home and hearth and relocating in Llandaff, a
sleepy little village on the outskirts of Cardiff that was remarkable only for its lofty-spired
cathedral, one of the largest centres of worship in all of the British Isles. I would come to know its



interior well: my parents were weekly attendees and they obliged me to accompany them every
Sunday morning until I reached the age of fourteen.None of us were happy in our new
surroundings. My father soon found himself in daily conflict with the higher-ups at the studio and
the accumulated stress caused his various physical ailments to further flare up. My mother felt
out of place, and I became lonely and withdrawn, uncertain of how and where to fit in with
everyone around me.The hearty ‘welcome in the hillsides’ that the Welsh were always promising
to shower on all foreigners entering their borders had been mysteriously withheld from me. At
school, I was mocked for my English accent, which I refused to modulate in order to blend in
with the blocked-sinus cadences of the South Wales resident. I was useless at sports too - apart
from cross-country running - and as soon as I’d entered grammar school at eleven, I found my
place amongst the stragglers and the underdeveloped lurking in the shadow-dimmed corners of
the playground.One of my fellow outsiders at school was a youth with a facial defect who
seemed at first glance to be ever so slightly mentally challenged. We got to talking one day and
he mentioned that his father was a leading promoter of wrestling events and pop concerts in the
South Wales area. I then talked up my dad’s role as TV studio controller and the boy became
excited. He immediately proposed a deal: if I could get my father to agree to take him for a
guided tour around his studio, he’d coerce his dad to let me attend one of his pop concerts. He’d
even take me backstage to meet the acts.A few days later, I was formally invited to witness a
concert that was booked into Cardiff’s Sophia Gardens on February 28th 1964. It was a package
tour of recent UK hit pop acts, headlined by an actor called John Leyton then renowned for his
role as ‘Ginger’ in the TV series Biggles who’d also scored a no. 1 hit of late with his overwrought
rendition of ‘Tell Laura I Love Her’. The rest of the bill were similarly old-school Tin Pan Alley
chancers and prancers with one marked exception: nestled well below Leyton’s name and
likeness on the marquee poster were five hirsute faces belonging to a Richmond-based quintet
of young white R & B purists who called themselves the Rolling Stones. They’d already started
getting publicity for themselves and had so far released two singles - the second, ‘I Wanna Be
Your Man’, being a Lennon-McCartney composition - but neither had penetrated the top 10.
They were still something of an unknown quantity outside of the South of England as a concert
attraction and had been placed low on the bill in case their act failed to take off in the British
provinces.At around 5 p.m. on the evening in question, I entered the premises and was duly
introduced to the acts that were already secluded in the backstage area. They were all
surprisingly cordial with me, considering the fact that I was a pre-pubescent twelve-year-old
dressed up like the quintessential spare prick at a wedding. Harold Wilson’s Labour government
had recently been brought into power after years of Conservative misrule and my parents being
good socialist thinkers had celebrated by buying their only child an overcoat made in a material
called ‘Gannex’ that one of Wilson’s closest supporters and business cronies had begun
manufacturing. It was supposed to be the fabric of the future but it looked and felt like a cheap
bath mat with sleeves. It was a hideous material and was doomed to become extinct just as soon
as Wilson had left power, but not before I’d been rendered sartorially challenged at this landmark



occasion in my life.Still, no one said anything untoward about my catastrophic fashion sense.
The early-sixties UK pop breed were an approachable bunch if nothing else. They knew all
about the devious nature of pop success and were fastidious about always presenting a smiling
face and friendly word or two to any potential fan crossing their paths. Jet Harris-a hopeless
alcoholic and one of UK rock’s first-ever bona fide casualties who’d been booked on the tour
even though he was so plastered all the time someone else had to play his guitar parts behind a
curtain - was even nice to me. His girlfriend-a singer named Billie Davis - let me play with her
dog. I felt accepted by all of them and liked being in their company. But as soon as the lights
dimmed and each of them slipped under the spotlight to reveal their stagecraft, I could sense
that they were all living in the past and only a few heartbeats away from becoming instant
entertainment-industry relics.All these acts basically looked the same. Thin lips, prominent
cheekbones, pompadoured Everly Brothers hair, shark-white teeth clenched in winning smiles,
tight shiny suits with spaghetti stains on the lapels, loud shirts and skinny little ties. They
sounded identical also. Twanging guitars played at docile, non-feedback-inducing volumes,
drumming you could gently tap your foot along with, singers clumsily attempting to reproduce
the husky-voiced drama of Elvis Presley’s recent recordings. In fact what we the audience were
seeing that night was the timely ending of an era - the dreary watershed years separating the
fifties from this new decade we were now living in and the beginning of true sixties culture as an
oasis of unbridled hedonism. It occurred at the very moment the Rolling Stones entered the
building.The group had been delayed on the motorway and had arrived just in time to literally
walk on stage for their spot. Suddenly the mood in the hall became more charged and disruptive.
The predominantly female audience had been polite in their reception of the other acts but now
they were becoming distinctly agitated. Screams started erupting in the hall followed by a
succession of adolescent females leaving their seats and rampaging around the building in
fierce packs.I was seated in the front row just as the lights went down to herald the group’s
onstage arrival and was suddenly confronted by a demented young woman who angrily
demanded that I vacate my place for her. When I refused, she took off one of her shoes and
positioned the stiletto heel against my neck like a shiv forcing me to acquiesce to her demand.
One of the bouncers saw what was going on and pulled her off me, but by that time complete
pandemonium had set in everywhere I looked. I was surrounded on all sides by young women in
a collective state of extremely heightened sexual psychosis. They were touching themselves in
inappropriate places and letting forth primeval howls. My eyes were popping out of my head.This
was the first time I’d ever come face to face with ‘sex’ - never mind raging mass sexual hysteria -
so you can understand that the moment had more than a lingering impact on my naive little
psyche. They were scary broads too but I instinctively understood the root cause of their
dementia because the Rolling Stones’ presence in the room had also sucked me into something
equally life-scrambling. The Rolling Stones never smiled and physically they were the polar
opposite of everyone else on the bill. No ties, no Brylcreemed hair slicked back to better define
the young male forehead. The Rolling Stones didn’t have foreheads. Just hair, big lips and a



collective aura of rampaging insolence.They slouched onto the stage and stared witheringly at
the crowd before them as they donned their instruments. The house compère hastily announced
them only to have his utterances drowned in screams. Then they began playing. It could have
been ‘Not Fade Away’, the Buddy Holly song they’d release a week later, thus securing their first
top-10 placing and their full-on ascension to the status of rebel-prince youth phenomenon.All I
can recall in my mind now is a vibrant, irresistibly all-embracing sonic churn - ‘the very churn of
sedition itself’, I’d later come to call it. It was raucous and primordial and it sent young women
into an instant state of full-on demonic possession. Something that had previously been
forbidden in white culture was being let loose here: a kind of raw tribal abandoning of all
inhibitions that held the key to a new consciousness still emerging. Within the space of their
twenty-minute-long performance, my childhood’s end was preordained and the door to
adulthood held tantalisingly ajar. I remember it now like someone reaching into my brain and
turning a switch that suddenly changed my fundamental vision of life from grainy black and white
into glorious Technicolor.They played ‘Route 66’, ‘Road Runner’ and ‘Walking the Dog’ and they
were right at the top of their game. Brian Jones hadn’t yet fallen by the wayside as a musical
contributor and he, Jagger and Keith Richards presented a unique three-pronged attack as live
performers. Jones - the most conventionally good-looking - minced menacingly on the left whilst
Keith perfected a kind of big-eared borstal strut to his far right, endlessly winding and unwinding
his coiled frame around the guitar rhythms he was punching out.The two of them perfectly
bookended Jagger, who at that point in time was one scary motherfucker to behold. No one had
seen features quite like his before: the pornographic lips, the bird’s nest hair. The Stones had a
disturbing ‘Village of the Damned’ quality about their combined physical presence but Jagger
had the most radically alien looks of the quintet.And his was by far the most overtly malevolent
presence in the house. At one point in the set, a spectator-I couldn’t tell if it was male or female -
rushed the stage and attempted to grab Jagger’s legs in a sort of rugby tackle manoeuvre. The
singer responded by calmly driving his mike stand into the interloper’s face, causing blood and
several teeth to arc across the spotlight. It was shocking to behold but also somehow perversely
appropriate. We were all in the grip of something that was completely out of control, a sort of
mass delirium, a voodoo ceremony for the white adolescent libido to come alive to.By the end,
all the barriers had come tumbling down. When they left the stage, they’d obliterated every
performer and every note that had preceded them. I saw the other acts leaving the building with
their instruments and suitcases at the end of the evening and they had to run a gauntlet of rabid
female Stones fans outside the stage door who were only too willing to call attention to their
various musical and image shortcomings.The rules were all changing. ‘Tame’ was out.
‘Audacious’ was in. The Zeitgeist pendulum had moved to the other end of the culture spectrum,
the one diametrically opposed to notions of conformism and bourgeois uniformity. And the
Rolling Stones were at the centre of this cultural youth quake, its designated dam-busters.I
actually got to meet them that night too. The promoter took me and his son into their dressing
room, which wasn’t much bigger than a toilet cubicle, about a quarter of an hour after they’d



vacated the stage. ‘Why is that little cunt getting to meet them and not us?’ screamed an
enraged female, one of many being blocked from entering through the adjacent stage door. But
hey, I couldn’t help it if I was lucky.At first glimpse the group looked utterly shattered, wrung dry
by the exhausting routine of travelling around the British Isles in a cramped and underheated
Transit van night and day. Keith Richards was stretched out on a makeshift sofa, eyes closed,
mouth slightly agape, an open bottle of brown ale balanced precariously on his lower torso.
Charlie Watts and Bill Wyman were towelling the sweat from their hair and necks and staring
blankly at their dressing-room walls as if under hypnosis. They didn’t exactly radiate
approachability but when I timidly offered them a piece of paper to autograph, they obliged
without complaint, even though I had to gently nudge Keith in order to wake him up.Mick Jagger
was the one I was wariest of. I’d just seen him literally smash someone’s face in and now he was
standing directly before me looking extremely angry about something or other. For an insecure
second, I thought he might be experiencing an allergic reaction to my overcoat but then I noticed
that his livid expression was aimed squarely in the direction of Brian Jones. Jones was
surrounded by three young female fans, all of whom were clearly captivated by his genteel
Cheltenham-bred manners and blond-haired pretty-boy insouciance. I could tell these girls were
attracted by Jagger too - they kept shooting awed glances his way - but he frightened them with
his contemptuous eyes and sullen expression so much that they never dared actually approach
him. This set off a tense dynamic in the room: Jones swanning around these girls like the cat
who stole the cream and Jagger staring at him with murder in his eyes.Of course, Brian Jones
had started out as the undisputed ringleader of the Rolling Stones and was certainly acting as
though this continued to be the case. He was still physically strong and mentally focused: the
drugs and alcohol hadn’t yet diminished him. In fact, he was possibly at his all-time happiest at
this precise juncture of his life. All his dreams were coming true and the Stones were still
fundamentally ‘his’ creation. The Jagger- Richards songwriting partnership had yet to reach
commercial fruition and so he could still kid himself that he held the reins and was directing the
whole operation. It would take only two or three months for this to end all too dramatically. From
then on, he was a lost boy, a dead fop walking.In later years, I would talk at length to many of
Brian Jones’s closest acquaintances and they would almost always depict him as a ruinously
flawed specimen of humanity. Some called him ‘sadistic’, others ‘pathetic’. In his defence though
I have to say - he was incredibly nice to me. He was the only member of the Stones that night
who bothered to engage me in conversation. He wasn’t condescending in the least; he told me
he thought it was ‘fantastic’ that someone so young was coming to their shows. He said ‘please’
and ‘thank you’ repeatedly. He took his self-appointed role as the Stones’ good-will ambassador
so seriously it was almost quaint to behold. He was so clean, courteous and daintily expressive it
seemed unthinkable that he might be harbouring dark intentions under all that golden hair. He
had me smitten anyway. Suddenly I had my future adult agenda mapped out before me. This
was exactly the kind of person I was determined to grow up and become.It was providential
indeed then that my parents hadn’t actually heard of the Rolling Stones when they reluctantly



agreed to let me attend the concert I’ve just described. If they had, I would never have been
allowed near the venue. In the following months, however, they became aware of the group’s
existence and began loudly regretting the fact that I’d been exposed to their worrisome
influence.Things reached a head in early ’65 when three group members were brought to court
in order to answer charges that they’d urinated all over the forecourt of a garage somewhere out
in the provinces. ‘These people you seem to idolise - they’re nothing but degenerates,’ my
mother scolded. My father went even further, invoking a word I’d never heard before. ‘There’s
something decadent about that bunch of animals,’ he said one evening as images of the group
exiting their trial were broadcast on a TV news report. He was ahead of his time with that
evaluation: the Stones’ decadent phase wouldn’t kick off for another four years.There was one
incident where my dad truly freaked out. We were both watching the television one evening in
1965 when Ready, Steady, Go!, the London-based weekly pop show, came on. That week,
James Brown was the special guest: he and the Famous Flames performed live throughout its
entire half-hour-long duration. It was Brown’s first-ever TV exposure in the British Isles and he
rose to the occasion with a performance that gave new meaning to the word ‘torrid’. The
cameras couldn’t help but linger on the predominantly female audience, who were experiencing
the same kind of shared sexual psychosis that I’d witnessed first-hand with the Stones. After
about twenty minutes, steam started spouting from out of my father’s ears. He bolted out of his
chair, turned the TV off and told me in no uncertain terms that I was henceforth forbidden from
watching Ready, Steady, Go! ever again. I still watched it though because it was usually
broadcast at 6 p.m. on a Friday-a time when he was returning from work and I was alone in the
house. Sometimes he’d arrive back just a minute or two after its conclusion and he’d always feel
to see if the valves at the back of the TV were still warm. If they were, there was hell to pay.In
1966, I saw Bob Dylan live backed by what became the Band on his seminal electric tour of
Britain that spring. They played a single show at Cardiff’s Capitol Cinema. A friend at public
school bought me the ticket so that I could tell him what transpired by phone the next day. It was
the first time I’d ever seen another human being under the influence of drugs. Dylan rambled a
lot between songs and his speech was seriously impaired. And the music was so loud that it was
impossible to take in on any kind of aesthetic level. It was like standing in a relatively small room
whilst a jet-aircraft engine was set into motion. ‘Tumultuous’ doesn’t even begin to cover it. I
couldn’t hear properly for a week afterwards.In 1967, another epiphany: I attended a special
‘psychedelic’ package tour - once again at Sophia Gardens - that featured the Jimi Hendrix
Experience, Syd Barrett’s Pink Floyd, the mighty Move from the Black Country and prog-rock
pioneers the Nice. Best bill I’ve ever witnessed. Four mind-boggling performances. Seeing Syd
that night ignited something within me that I’ve been obsessed with all my adult life. The sense
of mystery he projected from that stage was something I felt an overwhelming compulsion to
solve. His story - however it developed - was mine to tell.He was also the second person I’d ever
witnessed who was clearly in a chemically altered state. He was so out of it he couldn’t sing or
even play his guitar coherently. Jimi Hendrix - who followed the Floyd ten minutes later - was the



third. But Hendrix was a pro. Being on acid didn’t prevent him from pulling out all the stops in his
voluminous trick-bag of guitar wild man theatrics - it only emboldened him to take the whole
shtick further until he’d incited mass hysteria in the house. There was a sexual bravado about
Hendrix live that night that was so palpable it made my jaw drop. I was even more thunderstruck
when I witnessed several young girls surrounding him at the lip of the stage who had become so
aroused they were trying to fondle his genitalia whilst he played. I’d seen these same girls week
after week timidly accompanying their parents to Llandaff Cathedral throughout my early
teens.In 1968, glad tidings. Harlech’s contract with ITV expired and my dad moved us back to
the South of England, close to London. I left Wales that summer with a spring in my step and
nine O levels under my belt. My folks were well chuffed. And I was happy to be closer to the
heart of the counter-cultural revolution. London was abuzz with magical concerts, many of them
held for free in Hyde Park. I saw Traffic, Fleetwood Mac, the Pretty Things and the Move give
great shows in an idyllic setting.And then in August I got to go to my first extended gathering of
the rock tribes - the Reading Jazz and Blues Festival, a three-day slog that I misguidedly chose
to attend without bringing along a canvas tent. I spent the first night there sleeping on the side of
the road. It was a fitful slumber. My big recollection of the audience was the preponderance of
youths in greatcoats with ‘Did J. P. Lenoir Die For Nothing?’ stencilled on the back. It was a
slogan that had been featured prominently on the cover of a John Mayall and the Bluesbreakers
album called Crusade. Lenoir had been a hard-done-by black blues singer that Mayall was
currently championing and so he was suddenly the new de rigueur totem of authenticity for the
white middle-class blues-rock poseur.Blues-rock was the sound of ’68 and this festival became
a kind of designated showdown for all the white guitar-slingers infiltrating the genre. Alvin Lee
and Ritchie Blackmore made their fingers bleed to keep the crowd baying for more. Peter
Green’s Fleetwood Mac told dirty jokes and made a raucous fist of relocating Elmore James’s
Delta blues to the more sedate English suburbs. Jeff Beck dazzled everyone with his string-
bending showmanship but his singer Rod Stewart was so shy he spent half the group’s
performance vocalising from behind a large amplifier.At the climax of one evening, an
unannounced Eric Clapton suddenly appeared - ‘God’ himself looking suitably messianic in a
white suit and hair well past his shoulders - and plugged in to add fiery solo guitar
accompaniment to a frantic drum battle being waged on the stage between his Cream acolyte
Ginger Baker and Baker’s drug buddy, the infamous junkie jazzer Phil Seaman. The hands-down
winner though was Richard Thompson. His band Fairport Convention did a version of Richard
Fariña’s ‘Reno, Nevada’ that afforded Thompson the ample opportunity to stretch out and play
an extended solo on the guitar that - for sheer inventiveness and musicality - put to shame
everything else that had been ripped from a fretboard that weekend. He was seventeen years
old.1969 was another fine year to be a teenaged middle-class bohemian wannabe. That was
when I read Kerouac’s On the Road and started hitch-hiking hither and yon, mostly to Brighton.
On weekends I’d use my dad’s train card and travel to London, where I’d haunt One Stop
Records in South Molton Street and Musicland in Berwick Street - the only two outlets for



American imports in the city. They were also the first places to ever stock copies of the San
Francisco-based fortnightly publication Rolling Stone in Great Britain.Summer meant more
festival-hopping: I first made it down to the Plumpton Jazz and Blues Festival. It was a glorious
weekend marred only by reports that were circulating via the daily press available on the site that
the actress Sharon Tate and several companions had just been sadistically executed in Roman
Polanski’s Hollywood homestead. It would still be some months before the culprits - Charles
Manson and his repellent Family - were caught and revealed to the world at large. The shock of
seeing longhairs capable of cold-blooded murder would send a bullet ricocheting into the heart
of hippiedom.But that was all in the immediate future. For the moment, young people were still
merrily uniting in benign displays of mass bohemianism centred around live music without fear of
being ripped off and brutalised by their own kind. The Isle of Wight Festival that year was the key
UK event of the season. The promoters had even snagged an appearance by Bob Dylan, his
first paying performance in three years, and this was a most significant turn of events for we new-
bohemians who’d been praying for his return to active music-making and getting only bad
country music like Nashville Skyline as an occasional response.When he finally arrived on stage
flanked once again by the Band, he looked very different from the ghostly apparition who’d
almost deafened me back in 1966. He was fuller in the face and wore a bulky white suit that
made him look like a character from a vintage Humphrey Bogart gangster film set in Panama. He
wasn’t stoned either - at least, not so that you would notice. He looked more apprehensive than
anything else. He had a right to be because it soon became apparent that he was a changed
man vocally as well as imagewise. He sang every song in a whimsical croon that was light years
removed from the amphetamine shriek of yore. You almost expected him to break into a yodel at
any moment. Like the Band themselves, it was an exercise in old-school musical Americana that
couldn’t be faulted for its pioneering spirit and woodsy finesse. But it was about as sexy as
kissing a tree.I loved the Band’s first two albums like everyone else but had issues with their
collective fashion sense and penchant for extravagant facial foliage. They were just too hairy for
my taste. Of course, this probably had something to do with the fact that I still couldn’t grow facial
hair to save my life. But the Band turned almost everyone in the rock milieu into budding Grizzly
Adamses practically overnight. Look at photos of Paul McCartney during the Let It Be sessions.
Or Jerry Garcia at the end of the sixties. You’re confronted with more hair than face. These
people were just disappearing behind a forest of their own testosterone. That’s why the Stones
were always the best-looking rock act of that era. Five members and yet no facial hair
whatsoever. They always had their priorities well sorted.Now it was 1970 and I was bored. Time
weighed too heavily on me too often. I only felt grounded in the moments when I was listening to
music or reading a worthwhile piece of literature. My mother had always made sure I was a
reader. She made it her business to compel me to seek solace in books and enlarge my basic
attention span in the process. I would have already started perusing the self-styled ‘new
journalism’ tomes that had sprung up over the past ten years.Truman Capote’s In Cold Blood
was the first-a great book. Capote had a marked influence on me - particularly his celebrity



profiles. He truly got Marlon Brando and Marilyn Monroe to open up in print and give voice to
their personal vulnerabilities. In a way you could sense Capote was also betraying their
confidence by revealing their intimate bar-talk to his readers in such a naked light, but it was a
warranted invasion of privacy, made with a flawless insight into the human frailties that lurk
behind the surreal world of celebritydom.I was certainly intrigued by Tom Wolfe’s dandified
upper-echelon hipspeak prose style and provocative choice of then-contemporary cultural
fetishes to unleash it on. But the tome that really fired me up that year was James Joyce’s
Ulysses, the greatest book ever written. It was a tough nut to crack, involving at least six months
of daily reading sessions and the added necessity of having to constantly consult two separate
reference books that broke down into minute detail all the labyrinthine complexities lurking in
each and every sentence of the text. Ulysses focused on just twenty-four hours in the lives of
three Dublin residents at the turn of the last century, revealing their every hidden thought and
impulse as they whimsically grapple with their destinies. Whilst writing it, Joyce found a way to
penetrate the complex innermost workings of the human imagination and evoke them sublimely
in the printed word. He ripped open the floodgates whence the whole ‘stream of consciousness’
aesthetic was sired. In a sense, it was a pioneering artefact of the psychedelic impulse because
- if you only took the time to log into its many-layered meaningful-ness - it was guaranteed to
blow your mind and stimulate new insights into the world of artistic expression. To borrow a line
that the News of the World - Britain’s leading tabloid of the day - used to run at the head of every
issue, ‘All human life is there.’My months spent doggedly digesting the full importance of Ulysses
seemed to impress my English teacher, who then took it upon himself to persuade my parents
that I should aim for a place at either Oxford or Cambridge University. This involved staying on at
school for an extra term in order to sit a special entrance exam. It was probably just as well: my A-
level results ended up being nothing to boast about.In late October I took the test, flaunting my
newly acquired Joycean insights throughout one essay and attempting to pinpoint the cause of
Virginia Woolf’s obsession with depression and boredom in her various novels in the second.
Both were pretentious screeds unworthy of serious consideration. I sensed as much in early
December when I was interviewed by a lecturer at Queen’s College, Oxford, who wasted little
time in further acquainting me with my shortcomings as a literary analyst. Those dreaming spires
wouldn’t be housing my sorry hide, I quickly concluded. I wouldn’t be darkening the towers of
higher learning in this exclusive neck of the woods. A formal letter of rejection was in the post
heading towards my address before the year was out.Was I sad? Not that I can recall. I was
finished with kowtowing to the high-minded dictates of academia anyway. My brain couldn’t take
in another avalanche of useless information. The old ways meant nothing to me now. My mind
was set on rambling, on striking out for parts unknown. My thoughts were all on how I could best
project myself into the new wild frontier of London’s brimming youth counter-culture.What was I
really like at this precise ‘crossroads’ moment in my life? A weird kid, certainly - moody,
introspective, unsure of myself, girlish-looking, long-limbed, fresh-faced, a victim of bad posture.
Puberty had been a hell of a long time arriving and I was still shyly adjusting to the new regime



that had only recently invaded my body and hormones.I was becoming something of a bedroom
hermit, plotting out my future and fantasising the hours away behind drawn curtains. I had a lot in
common with Tom Courtenay’s escape-obsessed character in the landmark sixties film Billy Liar;
my dreams had lately gotten so out of control that I needed to live them before they devoured
me.But what would happen if my dreams were suddenly revealed as a kind of living nightmare?
Wouldn’t it be somehow more sensible to opt for a life of quiet rural underachievement instead?
That way at least my ‘innocence’ would still be protected. I wouldn’t be soiled by worldly
experience. But innocence has always been an overrated virtue in my scheme of things. It’s a
kissing cousin to naivety and being naive is only one small step from out-and-out stupidity.
People who endlessly talk up its purity of sentiment usually turn out to be either morons or
chicken hawks.William Blake was right. You have to soldier on down that dank tunnel of
adulthood until you arrive at the bigger picture. Otherwise you’re just abandoning yourself to a
world of small-mindedness, bitterness and regrets.1971Just as the sixties were tapering off into
history, a dark vortex opened up in the era’s rock culture. Hard drugs began knocking over
musicians like ninepins. By 1971 many were hooked on heroin or burning out their nasal
membranes and nervous systems with too much cocaine. Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin and Jim
Morrison all expired within a few short months of each other, Joplin and Morrison from heroin
overdoses, Hendrix from pills and booze. The West Coast rock scene was in utter turmoil. Once
upon a time they’d been comrades-in-arms gently cushioned by the sweet scent of pot-smoke;
now they were frantically pulling knives and guns on each other over cocaine deals gone
awry.Bad drug craziness was afflicting every nook and cranny of the youth music hemisphere
that year. Young hard-rock hopefuls like Michigan’s MC5 and the Stooges were being seriously
sidetracked by their addictions. Down in Georgia, the Allman Bros. Band had to be forced into a
rehab clinic by their record company just prior to a tour. The intervention didn’t prevent their
guitarist Duane Allman from dying in a motorbike crash just a few months later whilst stoned out
of his gourd. Even the introspective US folkie brigade of the hour were tainted: James Taylor, the
dulcet-voiced shy and retiring troubadour who’d lately become a bashful million-selling superstar
the world over, was regularly on the nod throughout the period.Over in England, it was just as
bad. John and Yoko were both strung out. Eric Clapton had lately succumbed too. The fabled
guitarist stopped playing in public in 1971 and self-medicated himself into temporary oblivion
instead. He only left his country home once that year - to fly to the South of France in
midsummer in order to attend Mick Jagger’s wedding. As soon as he arrived at his destination
he started experiencing acute heroin withdrawal. In great physical discomfort he phoned Keith
Richards - who lived nearby - for something to tide him over. ‘Tell him to go and find his own,’
responded Richards curtly to the person who answered the phone and then transmitted the
message. The caring, sharing sixties were dead and gone. Now it was every man for himself.In
such a cold and divisive climate, the Rolling Stones could only further flourish. They’d never
made convincing propagandists for utopianism anyway. They were more inclined to view life
through a dark prism of worldly cynicism. The inky black vortex was their natural habitat and so



1971 became their greatest-ever year, their sustained moment of true creative majesty. It saw
the release of two mind-boggling Stones-related films - Performance and Gimme Shelter - as
well as Sticky Fingers, the best album of their entire career. That same year, they toured the UK
and then tax-dodged their way over to the South of France, where they lived whilst recording
their last real masterpiece, Exile on Main St., in Keith Richards’s basement.Performance had
actually been filmed in the autumn of 1968 but an early edit had so mortified the higher-ups at
Warner Bros., the project’s backers, that it was initially deemed unviewable. After approximately
two years of haggling and re-editing it was given a limited opening in the States, followed by a
brief showcase at a plushly seated cinema in London’s West End that began in early January
’71. The delayed exposure would prove propitious to its acceptance. Late-sixties audiences
would have found it generally too violent and disturbing to readily accept. It spoke far more
eloquently to the uncentred, ‘something wrong something not quite right’ mood of the emerging
seventies. The plot line starts out straightforwardly enough: a psychotically violent London gang-
land enforcer named Chas - unforgettably played by James Fox - gets too caught up in his
bloodlust and incurs the wrath of his deeply scary employers. His life in jeopardy, he hides out in
the basement of a Ladbroke Grove town house only to discover that his landlord is a reclusive
rock star named Turner (Jagger) who shares his living quarters with two wacky female
paramours and a prodigious supply of hallucinogenic drugs. The second half of the film revolves
around an extended druggy mind-fuck confrontation between the gangster, the rock star and his
witchy girlfriend Pherber (Anita Pallenberg). Turner wants to fasten onto Chas’s ruthless self-
confidence as a way to rekindle his own fractured career ambitions but only ends up reaping the
whirlwind when Fox’s character calmly shoots him during the film’s final climax.Essentially, it’s a
cautionary tale about corrupted souls toying with forbidden forces and then having to face the
consequences, but that didn’t prevent its mastermind, writer/director Donald Cammell, from also
depicting the lives of his dissolute protagonists in a hypnotically alluring fashion. Seeing the
naked Turner/Jagger smoking reefer in a bathtub surrounded by two exotic-looking naked
European women certainly had a forceful impact on my easily stimulated late-teenage
imagination. When I was only twelve years old, my dad had let me stay up to see La Dolce Vita
on the telly and I’d experienced a similar tingling reaction. Fellini’s film - like Performance - is a
surreal meditation on the spiritual bankruptcy that lurks within the souls of those who ardently
pursue the glamorous life. But that only became apparent to me when I saw the film again years
later as a fully fledged adult. As a child, all I connected with was the endless cavalcade of
beautiful available women, the dizzy flashing lights and wild all-night parties. It looked like
heaven on earth. And the vision Performance conjured up of life in Turner’s dimly lit Ladbroke
Grove lair was equally bewitching.The film still conveys an almost supernatural power whenever
it’s shown, but its lasting brilliance was clearly obtained at a steep cost to its key players. James
Fox became mentally unhinged as a result of immersing himself in the film’s disorientating script,
suffered a personality meltdown and had to retire from acting for several years. Anita Pallenberg
didn’t act in a film again for some time. Cammell never managed to build a prolific career for



himself in cinema after Performance; he committed suicide in the nineties. And Mick Jagger
deeply estranged his soulmate Keith Richards during the actual filming when he and Anita
Pallenberg, Richards’s girlfriend, supposedly began an affair of their own. This would have
perilous consequences as Richards chose to react to the perceived infidelity by introducing his
bloodstream to the pain-relieving panacea known as heroin, thus setting in motion the Stones’
true dark age and an antipathy between the two head Stones that exists to this day.Both
Performance and Gimme Shelter - which opened in London just a few short months later -
focused down hard on the calamitous predicaments that tend to prevail whenever narcissistic
would-be ‘outlaws’ come into direct contact with the infinitely more barbaric genuine article. But
whereas the former was a many-layered work of fiction, Shelter was a flashback-driven
documentary that chillingly captured the mayhem and carnage let loose at the Altamont
Speedway on December 6th 1969, when the Stones headlined a free concert there only to be
upstaged by the Oakland Hells Angels - unwisely chosen to provide security around the stage -
who savagely beat up anyone in the audience they happened to take a personal dislike to.
‘Altamont’ was already being touted in the print media as the byword for the spiritual death of the
sixties - that and the much publicised arrest in November ’69 of hippie mass murderer Charles
Manson - but prior to the film’s premiere few had actually seen what transpired that fateful day
and those that had all had different takes on whose fault it really was. Gimme Shelter didn’t
moralise or apportion blame; it simply replayed the nightmarish events as they occurred, leaving
the stunned viewer to draw his or her own conclusions.No one came out looking good from the
experience. The onlookers resembled doomed sheep on bad drugs, the Angels acted like
sadistic animals and the Stones seemed clearly out of their depth yet still numbly detached from
the madness they were inspiring. Mick Jagger in particular is captured on film looking decidedly
forlorn and fearful during his Altamont performance - a control freak suddenly confronted with
dire circumstances way beyond his control. When the famous death scene is finally played out
on screen - several Angels plunging knives into an eighteen-year-old black youth named
Meredith Hunter during the Stones’ live rendition of ‘Under My Thumb’ - the sense of mounting
dread that the film has been building on from its opening scenes suddenly arrives at a
harrowingly inevitable climax. It’s amazing to think that this bloody debacle took place only six
months after Woodstock’s gentle-spirited bringing together of the massed hippie tribes up on the
East Coast of the USA. The film made of Woodstock was one of 1970’s biggest global cinematic
earners-a three-hour-long love-fest mainstream blockbuster - but Gimme Shelter was generally
for more acquired tastes, diehard Stones fans and art-house connoisseurs. The former’s scenes
of benign, beatific communal squalor were as pacifying to behold as the utter bedlam depicted
in the latter was painful to even think about and yet the two events weren’t essentially that
different from the viewpoints of many who’d attended both. ‘Woodstock was a bunch of stupid
slobs in the mud,’ opined Jefferson Airplane’s strident vocalist Grace Slick. ‘And Altamont was a
bunch of angry slobs in the mud.’ Grateful Dead manager Rock Scully - who’d been involved in
the early stages of Altamont’s genesis - was more specific still. ‘Woodstock and Altamont are



seen as polar opposites in a mass-media-generated parable of light and darkness but they were
just two ends of the same mucky stick, the net result of the same disease: the bloating of mass
bohemia in the late sixties.’After Altamont, the Stones returned to England and Keith Richards
promptly began shooting heroin directly into his veins. Suddenly he wasn’t turning up to
recording sessions any more or even answering the phone. The Stones had a lucrative new
record deal with Atlantic to inaugurate, tiresome old contractual obligations with both Allen Klein
and Decca to settle and a new decade to come to terms with. With no manager to guide them
and a guitar player seemingly insensitive to their collective plight, Mick Jagger promptly become
the Stones’ de facto leader and business brain. The Stones’ two closest rivals - the Who and
Led Zeppelin - were both in the process of completing new albums for release later that year -
Who’s Next and Led Zep 4 - so Jagger knew his band had to deliver or die on the vine. Sticky
Fingers was what he came up with - the classiest, most self-assured collection of Stones songs
about wild sex, hard drugs and doomed love ever concocted. Richards didn’t even play on three
cuts - ‘Sway’, ‘Sister Morphine’ and ‘Moonlight Mile’ - but managed to make his maddeningly
erratic presence felt on the other seven selections.The record’s young engineer Andy Johns
would later recall a telling episode during a session at Jagger’s country home Stargroves in
1970. ‘We were doing “Bitch”, Keith was very late and Jagger and Mick Taylor had been playing
the song without him. And it didn’t sound very good. I walked out of the kitchen and he was
sitting on the floor with no shoes, eating a bowl of cereal. Suddenly he said “Oi, Andy! Give me
that guitar.” He put it on, kicked the song up in tempo and just put the vibe right on it. Instantly, it
went from being this laconic mess into a real groove. And I thought - Wow! That’s what he
does.’When the Stones decamped to the South of France in spring 1971, they quickly became
absorbed in recording the follow-up album to Sticky Fingers. By this point they’d become so
frustrated by Richards’s infrequent appearances at virtually any studio they booked that they
opted to record the thing in the one place they knew he was always guaranteed to be, the house
where he actually lived. It was an opulent mansion called Nellcôte that had formerly been the
local headquarters for the invading Gestapo. Nazi crosses carved into the heating system vents
were still plainly visible. The dank basement the group used to record in had once been the
interrogation room. This became Keith’s own dark realm in exile.For his first month or so on the
Riviera he was heroin-free but quickly returned to its soothing embrace after injuring his back in
a go-kart accident. What happened next has already been well documented. Local drug dealers
descended on the property, eventually alerting the local constabulary. The rest of the Stones,
producer Jimmy Miller and engineer Andy Johns meanwhile wasted hours of each evening
waiting for the smacked-back guitarist to descend from his living quarters and grace them with
his presence. But - according to Johns - ‘Everyone was too scared [to directly confront him].
Even Mick would never go up there. It was as if hell existed upstairs.’ Then Keith had all his
guitars stolen, unadvisedly pulled a gun on the local harbour master and also managed to
alienate certain of his household staff, who promptly went to the police and denounced Richards
and girlfriend Pallenberg as major-league heroin distributors and all-purpose degenerates.The



fallout was considerable: arrest warrants were immediately issued for the couple, they had to
disappear from the country like thieves in the night in order to avoid incarceration and the rest of
the Stones were also placed under investigation in the resulting messy legal brouhaha. One
member’s ballooning drug problem had managed to turn the ongoing odyssey of the world’s
greatest rock ’n’ roll band into one potentially career-ending scenario after another.Many
supporting players in the whole Nellcôte saga soon fell by the wayside but the Stones still
managed to turn adversity into sonic gold dust. Exile on Main St. - the record that mostly resulted
from those troubled sessions in Keith’s basement - took the whole sun-baked Riviera-on-hard-
drugs languor of their day-to-day lifestyle and artfully moulded it to the hard-nosed horn-
drenched American roadhouse rhythm ’n’ blues sensibility that has always best suited their
particular musical chemistry. Released in mid-1972, it would prove to be their last truly Zeitgeist-
defining collection of new songs.But we’re getting too far ahead of ourselves here. Let’s back-
track a little. On March 10th 1971 the Stones played a concert in Brighton as part of a farewell-to-
the-old-country tour of the UK just prior to Sticky Fingers’ release and their move to the South of
France, and I was there to cheer them on. The performance was prefaced by its share of
backstage dramas. Keith Richards - arriving early for a change - found his group’s dressing-
room facilities still locked up and came close to pulling out a lethal weapon and braining the
promoter in retaliation. Gram Parsons, Richards’s ex-Byrd drug buddy who was travelling with
him on all the English dates, became so chemically deranged as the evening progressed that
when he attempted to find the stage the Stones were playing on he ended up instead staggering
into a nearby cinema. But I’d only learn about those incidents many years later after reading an
article by Robert Greenfield, an American journalist then on assignment for Rolling Stone who’d
actually been in the group’s designated touring party that night. On the evening in question, I
was just another paying punter in a sea of faces and limbs come to pay homage to my dark-
prince heroes and watch a truly stupendous live spectacle in an overcrowded provincial sweat-
box of a venue named the Big Apple. It would be another two and a half years before I’d be
granted direct access to their inner sanctum, and in retrospect I’m glad that fate didn’t summon
me sooner. The dark vortex could wait awhile before it claimed my young bones. Like Elvis, I still
had a lot of living to do.Did I tell you I’d finally located a girlfriend? She was a looker too with
cascading blonde hair and a supple dancer’s physique, a sweet sixteen-year-old suburban little
princess for me to bottle all my overstimulated post-adolescent romantic fantasies up in. Her
name was Joanne Good and we’d first linked up in December 1970 when I was press-ganged
into being the side-stage prompt for a school play that she was acting in. Joanne’s thespian skills
would later bring her mainstream recognition throughout the British Isles: in the late seventies
she’d become a regular fixture in the cast of Crossroads, the decade’s best-loved UK TV soap
opera (these days, she’s a popular morning disc jockey on Radio London). But in 1971 we were
both still soldiering down the treacherous path intersecting post-puberty with young adulthood.
We both declared undying love for each other - our favourite courting song was the Temptations’
heart-fluttering ‘Just My Imagination (Running Away with Me)’, a big hit that spring - but the love



we really shared was closer to the toothachingly sugar-rush rapture expressed in a less
sumptuous-sounding chart smash du jour - Donnie Osmond’s ‘Puppy Love’. We stared into each
other’s misty eyes a lot and held hands whenever in public. But physically speaking, we were an
odd fit. I was 6 foot 1 whilst she measured 5 foot in her stocking feet. And temperamentally too
we bordered on the incompatible. Joanne was vivacious, outgoing and gregarious whilst I was
generally intense and prone to introspection.Her family was Good in both name and nature,
apart from her older brother Nigel, who was what they used to call ‘a bit of a tearaway’. He was
also Horsham’s most notorious druggy, having lately been busted for pot-smoking in the town
centre, an incident that saw his name subsequently splashed over the front page of the local
paper. He and another youth named Rob Daneski, who looked like anyone in Black Sabbath,
were the drowsy little commuter town’s two resident heads. I met them through Joanne and we
quickly became fast friends forever stalking the neighbourhood together in search of cannabis
resin. Nigel and Rob liked to drop acid whenever possible, but I always refused to join them, as I
sensed - quite rightly, I now realise - that I was still too emotionally and spiritually immature to
react well to its lysergic lift-off.Though I would later come to be perceived as one of the
championship-level London-based substance-abusers of the late twentieth century, I started my
journey into the world of chemical refreshment with tentative steps. I first smoked pot at the Bath
Festival in summer 1970 when a fellow audience member passed me a droopy, hand-rolled
cigarette and bade me suck on its soggy cardboard filter. Inhaling its fumes must have had some
effect on me because the next thing I remember was descending from my instant reverie to be
confronted by a hippie girl who was staring at me with an extremely alarmed look on her face. I
felt like a door had been suddenly ripped open in my brain. Time no longer hung heavy on my
stooped shoulders. Pot put me right in the moment, enriching my consciousness with the
sensation of feeling simultaneously giddy and alive. From then on it became an integral part of
my religion to consume as much of it as I could get my hands on.But daily consumption only
began in earnest once I’d moved to London later in ’71. Drugs in general were hard to come by in
the early seventies if you didn’t live in England’s capital or near one of its major cities that also
doubled as a port. Forget heroin, cocaine and ecstasy. Crack had yet to be invented. All you
could hope for was to befriend some long-haired ne’er-do-well in your region who sometimes
purchased reefer from a connection in the big bad metropolis and pester him to sell you a small
chunk. Doping up was still in its infancy as a British national pastime, particularly out in the
suburbs, and those few who dared partake invariably became extremely paranoid due to the
build-up of cerebral befuddlement and fear of getting busted.In the early part of 1971, when I
wasn’t illegally stimulating my endorphins or belatedly experiencing first-hand the tumultuous
joys and sorrows of teenage romance, I was sending my CV around to various universities in the
hope that one of them would accept me onto their campus and postpone the day when I’d
actually have to go out and find a job for a further three years. I was flat-out rejected by all of
them, except for Bedford College, which was then part of London University. They called me
down for an interview so I tied my hair back and hid the ponytail under my shirt collar, wore a suit



that even an undertaker might call ‘subdued’ and somehow charmed them into taking me on
board. I had good reason to feel elated by their decision. Not only would it mean that henceforth
I’d be living in London but Bedford College was one of the only places of further education in
Britain where the female student population sharply outnumbered the male. Like Jan and Dean’s
mythical ‘Surf City’, it functioned on a ratio of two girls for every boy.In order to bolster my
finances that summer in readiness for student life I went looking for any kind of legitimate work.
Soon enough I got employed by a Sussex-based chemical plant and spent long days digging
drainage ditches for a pittance. Later I manned the pumps at a local garage. Each job lasted
roughly two weeks in duration, after which I got promptly fired for rank incompetence. I learned a
lot from these experiences, the key lesson being that I was simply not cut out for the rigours of
manual labour and should never consider it as a temporary career option ever again. Leave all
that heavy lifting and sod-busting to the brawny lads with the muscles on their muscles. I was
better off developing my brain and making a living from that.Looking back through the misty veil
of nostalgia, that summer of ’71 now feels like a sun-drenched and special season of rampant
carefree splendour. England’s green and pleasant land never looked greener or seemed more
pleasant to be a part of. Maybe it’s just the pot I smoked back then playing tricks with my
retroactive memory but I think not. It was indeed a golden age for middle-class floaters like me.
Students still received grants. The world’s biggest rock bands still performed to audiences no
larger than two thousand at a time at venues that didn’t cost an arm and a leg to enter. Records -
my main expenditure - were reasonably priced. It cost nothing to hitch-hike whenever the urge
for travel struck. Sex wasn’t fatal. Only skinheads were to be avoided at all cost.And the music
being released that year was often outstandingly good. It was Tamla Motown’s last golden year
for example - starting with the Jackson 5’s irresistible ‘The Love You Save’ and building to Marvin
Gaye’s transcendent ‘What’s Going On’ - and you’d hear these singles constantly blaring out of
transistor radios in public places, boldly lifting the spirits of the nation. On the white side of the
tracks Rod Stewart - the rooster-haired, dandy-dressing Sam Cooke soundalike who’d left Jeff
Beck’s employment at the turn of the last decade to join the remnants of the Small Faces as their
resident singer - was on constant rotation in pub jukeboxes throughout the country with his first-
ever hit recording, ‘Maggie May’, a bitter-sweet smoky-sounding rumination on the perils of
falling in love with an elderly prostitute. Everybody had mad love for the man sometimes referred
to as Rod the Mod that year: rock critics swooned at the sound of his gritty self-deprecating
voice, student drinkers were in seventh heaven over his habitual public displays of boozy
camaraderie with the Faces whilst teenage girls were particularly smitten by his big-nosed cock-
of-the-walk charm and tight satin trousers.
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PickyChick, “Couldn't put it down.. Wow! Nick Kent has done it all, first hand, with all my heroes.
And he writes well. Love!”

Ellen Greenbaum, “Decadent memories of an era sadly past.... Arrived early. Fabulous book,
takes me back to the decadent '70s of my youth. I love author Kent's overall writing style
especially!”

Stacy Greenberg, “Awesome read!!. If you're a music history buff like me, you'll love this book.
Read it in a few days. Now looking to buy more Nick Kent books.”

john clune, “Great looks and feel!. I am very pleased with this leather portfolio. It has the look and
feel of a very expensive luxury item, and I am enjoying using it in my practice as a lawyer.”

john m lyons, “Five Stars. great stuff”

Grant Muir, “Excellent read from a classic wordsmith. Excellent read from a classic wordsmith,
Kent creates a picture of the seventies music scene & his own downward spiral with wit & style.”

julie, “Good. I found this book particularly insteresting with regards to the punk movement and
the author playing guitar in the early version of the Sex Pistols.”

Keith M, “Plenty Of Engrossing Snippets. I’m not sure I really fully get the meaning of the title of
(NME) rock journalist Nick Kent’s 2010 memoirs of the 1970s. Of course, I get the play on words
of the famous Stones song, but is the 'apathy’ (in Kent’s mind) that brought on by his lengthy
battle with hard drugs during the period? It is clear that this is a major (and understandable)
regret on Kent’s part and perhaps, as a day to day concern, even dominated all the great music
– from the 'tail-end’ of prog, through glam-rock to punk – that defined the decade. Indeed, my
main criticism of Apathy (despite it, obviously, being badged a 'memoir’) is that Kent’s own
predicament and personal concerns do tend to border on self-indulgence and (at times) relegate
the more interesting snippets on the music scene. That said, there is much of interest here in
Kent’s relationships with The Stones and Iggy Pop, in particular, whilst the man also picked up
(relatively) early on Malcolm McLaren’s qualities as a talentless middle-man and exploiter.
Similarly, re. the contrast between Bowie and Bolan – the latter, despite having some peak
moments in the early years of the decade, eventually becoming a narcissistic self-parody of his
former self, whilst the former (essentially) dominated the entire decade with his diversity and
creativity. It is also interesting to read that Kent had a fling with Chrissie Hynde and, into the 90s
and 00s, settled down as a married man and father. Not too sure about Kent’s later life
preferences for the likes of Joni Mitchell and Steely Dan – Bowie, Bolan, Iggy and The Clash are



far more likely to find their way onto my turntable these days!”

Roger Risborough, “The Sixth Pistol's Seventies Story. In one of the early chapters of Nick
Kent's musical history (and his story) of the Seventies, the author talks about how he had to
teach a pre-Sex Pistols Malcolm McLaren everything he'd missed by turning his back on Sixties
music. And that's how this book worked for me - a guide to a whole decade of music journalism
that I missed first time round by not being a reader of NME. It's a fascinating tale, with Kent as a
Zelig-like figure turning up with all the big names and emerging talents - crashing with Iggy Pop,
touring with The Stones, sleeping with Chrissie Hynde, jamming with the Sex Pistols, and
cowering in front of just about everyone else who took exception to his reviews, his fashion
sense or his self-confessed drugged-up flakiness. Time, abstinence and a mystic experience in
a Swindon church have given Kent a new perspective on his seventies-self, and it's this honest,
confessional tone that makes this such a compelling book. By his own admission, after the
promise, energy and achievement of the early years, Kent's career-defining decade tailed-off
dramatically as Rock and then Punk gave way to New Wave and Electro, and the man who was
effectively the Sixth Sex Pistol, had shot his bolt before 1978 had even started.”

Douglas, “Compelling memoir. Nick Kent was an English journalist with the New Musical
Express, a weekly publication that I used to devour in the 1970s when I first became enthralled
by rock music, a passion that has remained with me till now. Together with Charles Shaar
Murray, Paul Morley, Tony Parsons, Mick Farren and Julie Birchill, I lived on what Nick Kent wrote
about music in his singular style and would go off and buy records purely on his
recommendations, and almost always without regret. His compelling memoir took me back to
that era, one which now I feel blessed to have lived through as a teenager. Nick Kent conceals
nothing and writes with alarming honesty and self-deprecating humour about his rampant
addiction to heroin over much of the 1970s, and how it ravaged his own life and that of so many
others in the music industry. What remains, however, is the quality of the music that came out of
that much maligned decade and about which he writes with such zest: Neil Young arguably at
his peak; The Rolling Stones when they still made great music; Rod Stewart before he got lost in
the US; the West Coast sound of Jackson Browne and Crosby, Stills and Nash; the glam rock of
David Bowie, Mott the Hoople and Roxy Music; and then halfway through the decade punk and
new wave with The Sex Pistols, The Clash, Television, Talking Heads, Elvis Costello; and at the
decade's end Bruce Springsteen.”

Miss S. P. Wells, “Cautionary tale. Very strong start to this book. A refreshing take on the late
sixties Rolling Stones for example. The tale gets very dark as it goes on due to heroin addiction,
Kent certainly was at the sharp end of the rock scene. there are some interesting facts about
musicians that I have never heard before.”



Pollmeister, “A good holiday read..... Enjoyable speedy read. I read this on holiday and it was
perfect - being described as "a beach read" is a bit damning in faint praise but there you go. I
agree with other reviews here that Nick Kent surpisingly veers into cringey cliches but at least he
never gets pretentious. He also favours repeating the use of several words I was not familiar with
like "glomming". But his use of the word "diaper" instead of nappy probably annoyed me the
most! (Obv to appease his US readership). Its again one of those tales of a druggie's
redemption; Junkie a***hole comes cleans and realises he was a c**t to many - see also Boy
George, Danny Sugarman etc. So, its not original but flows well. Tales of Led Zep stand out most
and his admiration of Bowie is spot on. I am surprised he can remember much though, the state
he was in. Bitterness enters when he is 'rejected' by the punk fraternity and he I thought he
unfairly laid into Jimmy Pursey who I think was much misunderstood at the time. The ending
was a little hurried although I think he mentions he had another book in him, and the stuff about
his father dying was moving. However his "seen the light" moment with the Smiths was a bit
comical (esp when you remember he constantly ignored fan-boy Morrissey in the early days).
Anyway - worth the read but wish there had been some photos!Miss.P.”

The book by Nick Kent has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 120 people have provided feedback.
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